
     habbat Shalom My Herd...

     (Bereishit 18:18-19) H’ says, ‘All the
nations of the world will be blessed
through Avraham for I have known that
he commands his sons and his daughters
and his house after him that they should
keep the ways of H’, of righteousness and
justice...' Nobody is being blessed through

this congregation. Our one Kohen doesn't

even know how to split his fingers...

Sdom and Amora are also about Tzadikim.

That's what brings Bracha to the world.

Let's talk about righteous people and

passing on righteousness... Would Topeka

be saved if it was up to our congregation?!

     ear Rabbi. How do I know if 
     what is being reported is true?
Shalom My Dear Pupil. I would not

trust anything coming from Hamas

or the Palestinian Authority. They’ve

been lying forever. For that matter, I

wouldn’t trust the New York Times.

An example of this is Pallywood and

staged deaths. Here’s some brilliant

scenes of dead people I’ve seen.

•Thirsty Dead People One dead guy

needed a drink. He flipped off his

sheet, reaches for a Coke, thanks his

friend and is still dead, while

requesting shawarma for dinner.  

•Jittery Dead Guy One dead guy who

had to scratch himself. He had an

itch. I'm watching this, asking, 'Did

the dead guy just scratch himself

and request a drink?!' 

Note: It's wrong to laugh at people

who are dead with a parched throat

and an itch they can't reach. Torture.

•Frightened Dead Guy Runs He was

under a sheet, laying there, dead,

and then he got frightened, threw off

the sheet and took off. But he was

dead. The people of Gaza reported it.
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I got a letter from my
Palestinian friend that said
he misses me. I wrote back,

‘Cause you have terrible aim.‘
You get it? Misses, He‘s shooting rockets at me.
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A Tzadik wouldn't make Rachel Bracha

clean after them every Kiddish... Only

person who has ever offered to help is

Moishe Pinchas. He offered and then left

his plate on the table and walked right

out... Why? Because Rachel said to him

that he can help with cleaning up the

plates. He just stood up and walked out.

He figured, 'If that's the case, I need to get

out of here fast’...

Mendel is not somebody you want

running security. If Mendel was running

security in Sedom and Amora, nobody

would’ve been saved.
Rivka's Notes on Rabbi Mendelchem's Sermon:
Mendel decided that the best way to run the security team is to
have a committee. To quote: ‘You don’t have security without
a committee.’ And then nothing happened. But they had
meetings. I question if the shul can have Brachas with Mendel.

The dead guy was running. I know it's wrong to mock dead people who have to flee.

Something has to go terribly wrong for a dead guy to sprint. The extent of the Israeli

evil, to get a dead guy to run, one can only imagine. Story: They were in the middle of

the funeral, carrying the stretcher. They drop the stretcher, and you see a dead guy

jump up from under the sheet and run. How? Miracles. He was frightened, and bam,

he was out of there. And to think they were going to bury him in jeans and Nikes. Not

respectable. However, it’s good he had on his sneakers, allowing him to take off.

•Don’t Argue Against Staged Death You will be cancelled. I warn you. It’s offensive to

argue truth. And it's wrong to laugh at moving dead people. And Biden shouldn't be

questioning the numbers of reported deaths. That running dead guy passed away six

times last week. To quote the BDS movement: 'You are dead if you identify as dead.

And to tell somebody that is drinking at a cafe that they are not dead is offensive.’

Shul Announcements
Shul security will be run by Mendel.

The fist Yad is here. The finger will be a fist. Due to the number of

ripped Tallises, the rabbi has made the decision to only use fists as

fingers. Please show up for the shul’s unveiling of the fist Torah pointer

fist. It will not be violent.

The Tallis folding has been off. Placement as well. The rabbi will be

giving a class this week on how to fold and place a Tallis properly on a

shelf. Also, how to not make a mess of Tallises by throwing them. The

rabbi will also teach people how to pick up their plate and put it in the

trash, by not leaving their plate out for Rachel Bracha.

No more slowing down Kaddish. People want to stop saying Amen for

Mark's dad, due to the bothersome nature of Mark's voice and speed.

Kippah clips are now required for funerals on windy days. Too many

Kippas have flown into graves this fall.

SERMONS OF REBUKE: VAYERA
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you’re dead, making you laugh...you’re dead, making you laugh...
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